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I. Letter from the Secretary General  

 

Most esteemed participants, 

 

It it my utmost pleasure to welcome everbody to MUNAAKAL'23,the exact 

organization that will give you a hand for you to Witness The Quality. 

 

As it is known very well,MUNAAKAL is the legacy of contributive vision,diligent 

efforts,testing the limits and actualizing the quality.Under this phrase,as your 

secretary-general,I invite every atendee of ours to understand the nature of 

MUNs,develop yourselves in various fields,study in accordance with the goal of your 

committee,execute your task,socialize,meet new people,and lastly,enjoy our 

conference. 

 

Keeping my statements short,I thank to every each person who has positively affected 

to MUNAAKAL'23,the great legacy,without mattering how much they contribute or 

when they did. 

 

Hope to see everybody present and having a good process of 4 great days. 

 

With my regards, 

Eren EROĞULLARI 

Secretary-General of MUNAAKAL’23 

 

II. Letter from the Deputy Secretary General  

 

Most Distinguished Participants, 

 

It is my absolute honor and pleasure to be serving as the Deputy-Secretary-General of 

MUNAAKAL’23 and I welcome you all to our conference.  

 

One of our biggest goals is to provide an awesome experience to the Antalya MUN 

society by holding the conference in the best possible way and giving you the chance 

to Witness The Quality.  

 

As your Deputy-Secretary-General, I highly encourage each of you to read your 

committee’s study guide advertently, do extra research, and try to do your best. But at 

the same time do not forget to meet new people, socialize and enjoy the conference.  
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In addition, I want to express my gratitude towards my most 

distinguished Secretary-General Eren Eroğulları for giving me this marvelous chance 

to attend as a Deputy-Secretary-General of this conference and guiding me tirelessly 

on everything I need to know about the executive process. I would also like to thank 

my academic and organizational team for all of their efforts and every person who has 

contributed to the conference.  

 

If you have any questions regarding the conference or the committees please do not 

hesitate to contact us.  

 

Kindest Regards, 

Gülşah Dirlik 
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II. Letter from the Under-Secretary General 

 

Most distinguished delegates,  

 

As the Under-Secretary General of the Historical Committee, it is with my utmost joy that I 

welcome you to MUNAAKAL23 and this committee: Congress of Vienna. This committee 

has been a dream of mine since the day I began my MUN career, and I am beyond excited to 

be able to finally actualize that dream. I am equally humbled and proud that our Secretary 

General Eren Eroğulları has seen me capable enough to be able to execute such a project.  

 

The Congress of Vienna has, for as long as I can remember, been a topic of immense interest 

to me. It has laid the groundwork, much thanks to the expert diplomats present like 

Metternich, for 99 years of interrupted peace between the Great Powers and has avoided such 

confrontations until the notorious Great War. There has been great criticism for the Congress, 

both contemporary and later commentators, but I would argue there must be an appreciation 

for the toil and labor the diplomats did to establish long lasting peace within the Continent. 

Not only is it of great interest because of its lasting effects, successes and mistakes, but also 

because of the inner struggles and the personal relationships of the characters present. This is 

why I also recommend all of the delegates who are attending this conference to read up on 

their individual allocation dearly, as well as their country’s history up to this point. Many 

colorful figures, such as Talleyrand, Castlereagh, Metternich and Hardenberg, as well as their 

sovereigns like Tsar Alexander and Francis II interacted within the Congress and the many 

balls and parties that accompanied it, creating one of the most interesting historical nets of 

characters. 

 

I am certain that our delegates can do their best, as these great men of history have done, to 

establish lasting peace in Europe through careful negotiation, compromise and debate. I wish 

you delegates all the best in achieving lasting peace in Europe. 

 

Kindest regards, 

 

Yılmaz Egemen Oflu. 
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III. Introduction 

 

The Congress of Vienna is a historical committee centering around the historically 

monumental Congress of Vienna. The Congress of Vienna may be the most important treaty 

of the 19th century, as it would go on to define what Europe will be for the following 

century. The Congress was held in Vienna following the downfall of the French Emperor 

Napoleon, starting in September of 1814 and continuing until June of 1815. The Congress 

was organized by the Austrian Foreign Minister Metternich, who would later go on to 

become the Chancellor and would feature delegates from all over Europe.  

 

The most defining feature of this Congress was that it wasn't dividing the spoils among 

themselves (Although most countries did keep their national interests in mind) but a 

collective effort to avoid a large war between the great powers of Europe. Europe was left 

devastated after the war, with estimates going between 5 million and 7 million total dead in 

Europe, including civilians. 20% of all men born in France between the years of 1790 and 

1795 were dead. Such destruction was nothing new to the continent, as the Thirty Years 

War, War of the Spanish Succession and other wars on a scale smaller were still in fresh 

memory. So, the goal of the Congress, as embodied within the policies of Metternich which 

reflected the current attitude in Europe, was to establish long lasting peace. 

 

The Congress would be successful in achieving the balance and would result in what would 

be known as the Concert of Europe, a consensus reached by the powers of Europe to 

preserve the political Status-Quo and would mean almost unbroken peace for 99 years.  

 

The Congress was not an organized meeting, but a series of official and non-official 

diplomatic negotiations done at balls and other royal meetings as well as actual diplomatic 

meetings. Diplomats from all over Europe would engage in both open and private 

negotiations with each other to try to achieve their aims.  
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A) France Before Napoleon 

 

The Start of what would become known as the Napoleonic Wars can be traced back 

to the French Revolution, which was a mass of societal and cultural change that 

boiled over near the end of the 18th century in France. Mainly arising from economic 

troubles, especially France’s excessive funding of the American Revolution, France 

would become the boiling pot for revolution, the following centuries of instability 

bringing about the convocation of the Estates General, later turning into the National 

Assembly. Following the famous Storming of the Bastille, the National Assembly 

would begin radical reform, such as the abolishment of Feudalism and the 

jurisdiction over the Catholic Church being given to the state, as well as more 

democratic reforms, such as the extension of the right to vote. 

 

It was following this that the instability of France rose to unprecedented levels. Being 

the bastion and the hotpot for liberalism and republicanism, the surrounding 

absolute powers of Austria and Prrusia were threatened by these new changes, 

while the British found their old rival weak and fragile for meddling. All of these 

three powers would try to restore the Old Regime by force, whilst the national 

politicians began radicalizing more and more, resulting in the French Revolutionary 

Wars, with the French Empire being assaulted by virtually every country upon her 

border as well as Royalist militias, against the Revolutionary French government. 

Although resulting in French victories everytime, the French Empire’s fate would be 

signed with instability showing its head and finally, the National Convention being 

established to rid France of its monarchy, establishing elections and would be sealed 

with the execution of Louis XVI near January of 1793. 

 

It was then followed by an insurrection that saw the moderate Girondins who were 

the majority within the new Republic and its National Convention thrown to the 

sidelines by the Committee of Public Safety, headed by the Jacobin revolutionary 

Maximilien Robespierre. Although Robespierre was a staunch liberal and an fervent 

anti-capital punishment at his youth, the revolution and the power given to him sent 

the young man into a spiral of revolutionary justice, cultivating in the fittingly named 

Reign of Terror, where nearly 16,000 were executed, before he too was overthrown 

and executed himself, with the National Convention taking charge afterwards. What 

would follow was a new constitution and new establishments, as there had been 

before. However, this Republic too would be plagued by Jacobins, as well as 

Royalists. 

 

It was in one such royalist uprising, 13 Vendemiaire, that a young General Napoleon 

was given the spotlight, becoming a hero of the Republic practically overnight. He 
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was later appointed as the Commander of the Italian 

Armies, sent to parlay with the Austrians within the region where he showed great 

genius and mobility, earning himself much fame. He would return from the region to 

support a coup of the French Directory, the ruling body of the French Republic, who 

would later grow dependent on the intervention of Napoleon. After the coup, he 

also met with Talleyrand, someone who he would have strong relations with in the 

years to follow. He would also be sent to sign the Treaty of Campo Formio with the 

Austrians, returning as a hero to Paris.  

 

Finding France’s naval power insufficient, he would proceed to invade Egypt instead, 

a campaign which achieved little in the long run, causing the destruction of the 

French Mediterranean Navy, stranding his army within Egypt for months, with 

pyrrhic victories and a campaign last on attrition. Upon getting news of what  was 

happening back in France however, he deserted his army and instead went back to 

the homeland, leaving the weak expedition in charge of his commander, Jean-

Baptiste Kléber. Whenever he returned back to the Republic, he would find the 

nation devastated, bankrupt and having lost many battles in his absence. Despite his 

losses, he received a hero's welcome and quickly proceeded to plot a coup to 

overthrow the Directory with other members of the government, including 

Talleyrand and would manage to successfully execute it. 

 

Now, in his place, they would establish the French Consulate, a Republic in name 

only, as real power rested with Napoleon and his army, as well as his political allies 

that in truth depended on him. He would quickly have himself elected First Consul 

and establish a new constitution, having it be passed by a rigged vote, with nearly 

99% in favor.   

 

B) Rise of Napoleon and the Napoleonic Wars 

 

At the time, the primary threat to the French Republic was the Austrian offensives in 

the Rhine and Italy, supported by the Russian armies. However, the joint force had 

shown its weaknesses in its Swiss campaign, despite several successful battles. For 

this reason, and many other ones regarding economy, Napoleon managed to 

convince emperor Paul I of Russia to withdraw from the front and instead return to 

armed neutrality in 1801. Napoleon proceeded to then reorganize the army that  had 

been battered and bled dry by the former Directory and would proceed with the 

creation of a reserve army. At that time, the French Army was composed of 300,000 

troops which fought the Coalition forces. The reserve army showed its success when 

the Austrians pressed pressure upon Italy, and the reserve army was mobilized to 

meet that. He engaged in combat with them at Marengo near June of 1800, nearly 

losing the battle but being saved by Desaix's intervention, resulting in his death. This 
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would cause Napoleon to commemorate him and his 

bravery by engraving his name onto the side of Arc de Triomphe. The decisive battle 

to throw the Austrians out of the war came on the Rhine, when the French Army 

clashed with the Austrians at Hohenlinden. This defeat would result in the Treaty of 

Luneville, causing the Austrians to leave the war. 

 

Following the defeat of Austria, only Britain remained for Napoleon to handle. 

Britain was the main driving force behind most of the coalitions, having gathered 

together the Second Coalition. Napoleon realized he would not know peace until the 

United Kingdom was done. The British Army proposed little danger to Napoleon at 

the time, however the Royal Navy was a great disturbance, cutting France from her 

colonies and disrupting her trade. Furthermore, the British possessed the necessary 

funds to supply rebellions and mobilize the continent against Napoleon. And even 

with the numerous defeats, Austria remained still a dangerous foe and a strong 

military on the continent. Hostilities with the British would be ended with The Treaty 

of Amiens, a treaty that pleased neither side.  

 

 

 

It was with peace in Europe and with the swiftly recovering economy that Napoleon 

saw a great rise in popularity, both inside France and outside of it. It was during the 

plebiscite of the Spring of 1802 that the French Public approved the constitution to 

make the Consulate permanent, which meant Napoleon would be dictator (First 

Consul) for life.  

 

Seeing the peace in Europe, Napoleon would turn his focus on the French colonies. 

He would oversee the instigation of slavery in the French colonies, which would 

result in the Haitian Revolution, a slave revolt led by Louis Delgres. Despite 

Napoleon's efforts, Haiti would not be recaptured and with that, Napoleon would 

admit defeat and look to other pastures. Napoleon would also oversee the  Louisiana  

purchase.  

 

The Peace would Britain would not be steady at all, as Britain proceeded to not leave 

Malta as it had been established within the treaty, and Napoleon's annexation of 

Piedmont and the establishment of a new Swiss Confederation, despite not being 

covered by the treaty, increased tensions greatly and lay the roadwork for the Third 

Coalition. Britain would reignite hostilities in 1803, resulting in Napoleon declaring 

every British Citizen between 18 and 60 years of age in France would be arrested and 

treated as a prisoner of war. 
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It was following several plots that almost would see 

Napoleon dead, by both royalists and jacobins, that Napoleon would order the 

kidnapping of the Duke of Enghien and have him executed at the suggestion of 

Talleyrand, enraging the courts across the Europe, before deciding that a Bourbon 

restoration would be harder if in his inheritance was written into the constitution, 

following his line. For this reason, with a referendum, the people would elect 

Napoleon as the Emperor of France, his coronation being officiated by Pope Pius VII. 

Napoleon was also crowned the King of Italy with the Iron Crown of Lombardy. From 

his army, he also created 18 Marshals of his best generals, to ensure loyalty and 

military competence going forward. 

 

By 1804, the British had secured alliances with the Swedish and the Russians once 

again, which would soon be joined by the Austrians who seeked revenge for their 

humiliating loss in the Second Coalition.  

 

Napoleon had, before the Third Coalition had formed, planned an invasion of Britain, 

setting up his base at Boulogne. However, for this invasion, he needed to achieve 

naval supremacy or distract the British fleet away from the English Channel. This 

would be attempted by threatening the British colonies in the West Indies with a 

Franco-Spanish fleet, but would however be turned back from Cape Finisterre. The 

RoyalNavy would trap Villenueve in Cadiz until he would depart for Naples, where he 

would be caught by Admiral Lord Nelson at the Battle of Trafalgar, which would 

result in his death at the hands of a French sniper, but would result in a total British 

victory over the seas, breaking the French naval power. Napoleon however, seeing 

the enemies on the continent gather around him, would take his army from 

Boulogne, abandoning his plans of invading Britain, and would march against Austria. 

 

The Austrians resparked hostilities by marching into Bavaria, who would be met at 

Ulm by Napoleon's army, outmaneuvering the Austrians and enveloping them, 

causing the Austrians to surrender with minimal resistance. It was with this simple 

maneuver that  the main army of the Austrians were left neutralized. With this, he 

would occupy Vienna and would proceed to face the Austro-Russian army under 

command of Mikhail Kutuzov, with Tsar Alexander I present there personally.  

 

In December of that year, Napoleon managed to successfully crush the Austro-

Russian army in his greatest victory, meeting them at Austerlitz, managing to inflict 

25,000 casualties while losing less than 7,000 himself. After this victory, Austria 

signed the Treaty of Pressburg, leaving the coalition and giving up Venetia to the 

French-puppet state, Kingdom of Italy and Tyrol to their Bavarian allies.  

Furthermore, he would soon establish the Confederation of the Rhine, a collection of 

the Western German States into a buffer state between France and Central Europe. 
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In this new order, he would amalgamate many of the 

smaller states into larger duchies and kingdoms, and raise the largest of the 

Confederation states, Bavaria, to king status. This would result in great alarm in 

Prussia, who feared losing their Central European influence. This would result in 

them joining the newly established Fourth Coalition which was formed a few years 

later.  

 

The Fourth Coalition would be formed of the states of  Prussia, Russia, Saxony, 

Sweden and the United Kingdom, now uniting against France once again. Napoleon 

would mobilize all of his forces East of the Rhine and launch a campaign against the 

Prussians, winning a decisive victory at the Battle of Jena–Auerstedt, proceeding to 

occupy much of Prussia and pursuing the Prussian Army, capturing Berlin in the 

process. They would advance past Prussia and Poland, to the RUssian border, where 

the inconclusive Battle of Eylau would cause him to halt to replenish spring supplies, 

before proceeding to defeat the Russian Army at the Battle of Friedland, followed by 

Russia appealing for a truce three days later. Meeting with Tsar Alexander, Napoleon 

would make peace with Russia through the Treaties of Tilsit in July of 1807, where 

Russia agreed to join the Continental System. These treaties were especially heavy 

on Prussia, as he demanded much of Prussian Territory along the Lower Rhine, and 

from what was once part of the Polish-Lithuanian commonwealth. With this, he 

would create the new Kingdom of Westphalia, under his brother Jerome Bonaparte, 

as well as the Duchy of Warsaw, ruled by his new ally the king of Saxony. It was at 

the end of this war that Napoleon was the master of the European continent, save 

for Austria, Iberia and some other smaller states. 

 

The settlements at Tilsit gave Napoleon time to organize his empire. One of his 

major objectives became enforcing the Continental System against the British forces.  

The goal of the Continental System was the starve Britain off the continent, by 

blocking trade with European powers. For this reason, he would turn to the Spanish, 

making an alliance with them for them to invade Portugal, who would keep on 

trading with the British, their long time ally.  This alliance would deteriorate when in 

the midst of a struggle for the throne, Napoleon would announce he would be 

placing his brother, Joseph Napoleon, on the throne of Spain. Heavy riots and 

resistance from the Spanish would follow. To handle this, France recognized Russia’s 

control over Finland, in return for them helping in Austria “to the best of their 

ability.” With this agreement set, they would depart to Iberia, facing heavy 

resistance and hit and run tactics. Riots, protests and guerrilla tactics would plague 

the French Army, and within the peninsula, France would see little success. The 

British would use Iberia as a landing pad, where they would be constantly repulsed 

and would re-establish themselves, supported by the local resistance and the armies 
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of both Portugal and Spain. Although Napoleon would 

leave to fight Austria, the war would continue nonetheless.  

 

Austria, despite not yet being prepared to enter into the war again, seeing the 

French army retreat from Germany to Iberia, would strike, waiting for the aid of their 

former ally Prussia, who would instead remain neutral. Crossing the border to 

Bavaria, they would continue uninterrupted until the arrival of Napoleon, which with 

a maneuver to cut off the Austrian line of retreat, would force the Austrians to 

retreat east of the Danube once again, although failing to reach the Austrian Capital. 

Napoleon would attempt to cross the Danube in the Battle of Aspern-Essling, being 

repulsed once, before managing to prevail with a repeat attack and win the major 

Battle of Wagram, which forced the Austrians to sign the Armistice of Znaim. 

Austrians would be repulsed from Warsaw and Saxony while the British attempt of 

capturing Antwerp was repulsed. 

 

The war of the Fifth Coalition then ended with the Treaty of Schönbrunn, with 

Austria losing her Mediterranean ports and roughly 20%  of their population. 

However, following this, rebellions in Italy and Germany would rise up, motivated by 

nationalist and anti-French sentiments. However, Austria would be established as a 

French ally, sealed by the marriage of Napoleon to the Austrian Princess Princess. 

 

Napoleon would briefly return to domestic disputes. His wife, Josephine, had not yet 

sired him an heir, and his new wife Marie Louise would soon after their marriage 

give birth to a baby boy, whom Napoleon declared heir apparent and appointed him 

with the title of King of Rome. However, this focus would be shattered when Russia 

began violating the Continental System to fix their dying economy. Strains on the 

relationship of Napoleon and Tsar Alexander would take place, and eventually 

Napoleon would march into Russia with his army, leading to the most disastrous 

campaign of his career by far. 

 

This war, which would be marked as the beginning of the Sixth Coalition and would 

eventually be joined by the nations Britain, Prussia, Austria, German States, Iberian 

powers and Sweden. Russia would maintain a scorched-earth, retreating slowly and 

engaging only once, on Borodino. A tactical draw would take place, before the 

Russians retreated, letting the French take Moscow. However, Alexander I refused to 

capitulate and ordered Moscow to be burned. Seeing no sign of victory, the French 

began a disastrous Great Retreat, losing 370,000 to the cold, and 200,000 being 

captured. When Napoleon crossed back across the Berezina River, he had only 

27,000 soldiers able to fight. Napoleon proceeded to return to Paris without his army 

to prepare the defense of Poland against the Russians. Russians had lost equally so, 
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however the supply lines were in their favor. In Spain, 

similar victories by the British were seen, forcing the French to retreat out of Spain.  

 

 

Seeing this defeat, Prussia would re-enter the war and would engage with 

Napoleon's newly built forces. Following the battle of Lützen and Bautzen, both sides 

would lose a lot of men, which caused an armistice to be built to recover from the 

unimaginable losses that both sides have taken since April. During this time, Austria 

was also moved to enter against the French. Napoleon in the meanwhile managed to 

raise up 650,000 men, ready to face the coalition, with the added men from Italy, 

Spain and other client kingdoms all around. Although he secured some victories 

against the allied armies at Dresden, he would be defeated in the Battle of Leipzig, 

namely called the "Battle of the Nations", forcing a french retreat before being 

soundly defeated at the BAttle of Arcis-sur-Aube in France. 

 

This would see the Six Days Campaign, where Napoleon won some defining victories, 

however he was simply too outmatched with his 70,000 troops against the more 

than 500,000 of the allies. The Coalition was solidified by the Treaty of Chaumont, 

which agreed to preserve the Coalition until Napoleon's defeat.  

 

The Allies would enter into Paris soon after, and although refusing to resign from his 

fight at the start, Napoleon would eventually abdicate on April 6, being exiled to 

Elba.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V. Current Situation 

 

Allies would sign the Treaty of Fontainebleau with Napoleon, officially exiling him to Elba. 

Following this, the Treaty of Paris would be signed and the Bourbon dynasty would be 

restored. This was agreed upon by most of the major powers, save for Russia, who would 

object and proceed to negotiate with Talleyrand, the turncoat foreign minister of Napoleon.  

 

At the wake of the peace, half of France remained occupied by the victorious powers. Even as 

the allies restored the monarchy and installed a senate, half of France was occupied, with 
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British Armies near Calais, Austrians controlling the Swiss 

border from all the way down in Italy, Russians holding a chunk of land past Alsace and 

reaching Paris, with Prussian Armies keeping the rest of Northern France under control all 

the way to Normandy. Saxony would be under joint Russian and Prussian occupation, with 

the Russians in the South and the Prussians in the north, as well as the split of Duchy of 

Warsaw between the Russians to the East, Austrians to the South and the Prussians to the 

West. Italy too remained divided, with its easternmost portions being under the occupation of 

the Austrians, whilst the West, there rested a British force in wait.  

 

Until the redrafting of the borders, a declaration of the return of the 1792 borders was placed 

with many of the smaller nations reclaiming lands that were theirs before the war. Spain and 

Portugal were restored to their previous borders and Holland was established once again. The 

Cantons of Switzerland were once again independent to pursue their own future, with most 

looking for a federation alike in the past. Bavaria, having changed sides with Austria, 

remained untouched despite conceding the land they had taken from Austria. Many of the 

smaller German States would be under the occupation of Prussia as well, with Hanover being 

in British control, most of Northern Germany being under Prussian and the Southern end 

having some enclaves of Austrian occupation. 

 

Following the defeat, the Allied sovereigns proceeded to take a trip to London, where 

celebrations were conducted. At these events, talks and negotiations continued in the 

background. Among those who had participated were people who would later accompany the 

Sovereigns back to Vienna and would take part in the many discussions there as well.  

 

Europe was left devastated after the war, with around 5 million to 7 million having perished 

in the long wars, and the entire political situation within Europe being overthrown. According 

to some data, around 20% of all men born in France between the years of 1790 and 1795 

were dead. This great destruction and political uncertainty had also brought with it the 

winds of change, as liberal and republican regimes were placed in the ruins of the old, 

absolute regimes destroyed. There was a national awakening that had taken place during 

the last 2 decades, something which greatly disturbed the Great Powers, who possessed 

large empires of multi-ethnic natures. The aristocracy and the victorious powers made their 

positions clear: There would never be another French Revolution and never another 

Napoleon. For this reason, many sovereigns and their diplomats would arrive in Vienna, 

where they would begin negotiations to rebuild the order that had been left devastated at 

Napoleon’s wake. 
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VI.  Topics of Discussion  

A) The Fate of France 

 

The First topic of discussion among the victorious powers was of course, the Fate of 

France. At the time of the start of the Congress, most of France was occupied by the 

victorious powers, with foreign armies present upon its mainland with seemingly no 

intention to leave. Despite its defeat, France remained the continent’s heavyweight, 
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with the second largest population and still the largest 

army. So, despite the unchallenged victory of the coalition forces, France had their 

chips to bargain. 

 

France, before the start of the Congress, had three things enforced upon it in the 

treaty of Paris following Napoleon’s abdication: The Return of the Bourbon 

Monarchy, which saw Louis XVIII returned to the throne, the brother to the former 

king executed at the times of the revolution. Second was a constitution, mostly to 

appease the French Liberals at the time. And the third one was that any reforms 

made during the revolution would not be changed or altered with, which aimed to 

quell any revolutions that might’ve arisen. Under these conditions, Talleyrand was 

sent to the negotiating table with two goals in mind: To protect the territorial 

integrity of France and to reintegrate France into the international community.  

 

Following Britain and Austria’s policies of ensuring peace upon the continent, the 

two nations’ delegates aimed to keep the Treaty of Paris firmly in place to ensure 

balance on the continent. Prussia, fearful of French aggression, would promote a 

partitioned France at the starting days of the congress, although their position on it 

was never firm. This was only natural, as a powerful France had interests in a 

splintered and weak Central Europe. This would also contribute to the Russian 

opposition to the treaty, as Tzar Alexander saw the Bourbon Kings as Russia’s natural 

enemy, for they were historical allies of Poland, Saxony, the Ottoman Empire and 

Bavaria, which were Russia’s enemies throughout many times in their history. For 

that reason, they championed for another on the French throne, which ranged from 

Napoleon’s son, to cousin, to the French General Bernadotte. These two requests 

from the other two great powers had to be contested by Britain, France and Austria. 

 

In the Treaty of Paris, France’s national borders were moved back to what they were 

before the Revolutionary wars in 1792. However, she was allowed to retain some 

territories on her borders, including Saarbrücken and Saarlouis, Landau, Annecy and 

Chambéry and Avignon. She was forced to cede many of her colonies as well, but 

was allowed to keep hold of Guadeloupe and Saint-Domingue, while giving away 

territories to the English and Spanish. This would be later challenged in the Congress 

of Vienna however by Prussia, aiming to restore the German-speaking lands under 

France, as well as countries like Switzerland. Austria and Britain would also wish to 

withdraw further French influence from the Italian peninsula, and therefore also 

contest the Franco-Italian border. 

 

Another matter was reparations by France, which was avoided in the Treaty of Paris 

to avoid starvation and uprising. This was thanks to Talleyrand’s maneuvering and 
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Metternich’s fear of another French uprising. However, 

seeing as peace was achieved in France, the talks of payment arose between the 

great powers.  

 

B) The Status of Duchy of Warsaw 

 

The major problem of accepting the 1792 borders for the basis of all negotiations 

was the existence of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, a large Polish Empire 

that acted as a buffer state between Austria, Prussia and Russia for years. The state 

was under the joint occupation of Prussia, Austria and Russia at that point. 

 

The two countries with the most keen interest in the region were Russia and Prussia. 

Prussia was a great power by courtesy only, existing in the faint line between 

regional power and great power. What Prussia needed to solidify its position was 

land, manpower and resources. A land hungry Prussia would then naturally claw 

forth for any land that they might have gotten from the Congress, and Poland was a 

clear opportunity. Prussia would not give up Poland if it did not mean compromise 

elsewhere. 

 

Russia was a different case. Russia had bled itself dry during the wars, and Tsar 

Alexander had supposedly promised the Russian Aristocracy Poland in return for 

their support. At least, that was the reason given by Tsar Alexander. Because of this 

reason and the personal insistence of Tsar Alexander, Poland was a field that 

Alexander had to win at. His demands were extreme, demanding Poland, including 

the territories owned by Prussia and Austria. Although these demands, despite Tsar 

Alexander’s insistence, could be moved around, Russia would not leave the 

negotiating table without having gained Poland. 

 

Austria was supportive of an independent Poland, as it would prove a buffer to 

Russia against Austria and Central Europe, which saw Austria as its natural protector. 

Austria was so willing to support this idea, that he would offer the Polish speaking 

provinces of Austria as well as compensate Prussia in Germany, as long as it did not 

compromise their position as the protector of the smaller German states, which 

would prove a balancing act on its own. 

France was naturally supportive of a free Poland, which had been traditionally allied 

with, as well as Saxony and was vairy of Prussia and Russia powerful. However, 

France preferred a divided Germany, and so any major Prussian Expansion would 

face an opposition by France. 

 

Britain was also supportive of this, as a free Poland would win much favor back 

home for the Liverpool government. 
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C) The Dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire and the Future of the German 

States 

 

The existing overarching organization that was prevalent in Germany before 

Napoleon was the archaic Holy Roman Empire, a loose confederation-like structure 

which provided a faint semblance of unity. This organization would prove itself 

unable to face the modern threats of the German Nations however, as Napoleon 

would prove in his invasions of Germany, before he established the Confederation of 

the Rhine, a direct French puppet in the depths of Germany, led by historically 

French-allied states.  

 

However, following Napoleon’s defeat, it was all thrown into disarray. Now, Austria 

and Prussia in particular are left to pick up the pieces. Although all of the Great 

Powers show interest in the region, the two German great powers are who the 

smaller states turn to.  

 

Austria saw that the Holy Roman Empire was more of a burden upon the Austrian 

Empire more than anything since states held no obligation to help each other and 

were often allied with outside powers for their own benefit. So instead called for a 

new, modernized confederation called the German Confederation, one which would 

hold the freedom of the smaller German States except when it  came to foreign 

relations, where all member states were allied with each other militarily and no state 

was allowed to have alliances with the other states, save for Prussia and Austria 

themselves. 

 

Another idea that was preferred around Austrian circles was the unification of 

Germany under one state, but it was a tough dream seeing Austria unify the German 

State themselves, and it faced considerable backlash from both France and Britain to 

avoid the idea. So, the secondary idea was the partition of the lands by Prussia and 

Austria. This would face backlash from the smaller German States, and would be 

seen by the other great powers as aggression as well.  

 

Prussia on the other hand was land hungry, so a land partition was not entirely out 

of the table for them. The Confederation they too supported, as long as they were 

treated as equals by the Austrians within the Confederation itself. And unlike the 

Austrians, the Prussians were supportive of total independence, which would allow 

them to gobble up smaller German states one by one.  

 

Britain wished to keep the region balanced, as it held a personal union with the 

Kingdom of Hanover and wished to establish it as a stable country there, and 
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otherwise avoid any danger that might encroach upon 

this state. A Confederation was preferred by the British. 

 

France, by the creation of the Confederation, lost its historic allies of Saxony and 

Bavaria and would have a strong German body at its borders and so they seemingly 

fought against this. However, as the position of the French was merely to hold onto 

their land, their objection wasn’t as harsh as it could have been.  

 

Russia aimed to keep Central Europe as scattered as possible, however was not 

opposed to a Confederation in the German State. The Confederation idea had the 

most staunch objections arising from Kingdoms like Bavaria and Saxony who 

historically enjoyed having allies in other great powers. 

 

 

Ç) The Matter of the Benelux 

  

The Benelux Region was seen as and historically was France’s backyard. It was often 

through this region that French expansion into Europe began, as shown by 

Napoleon. And so, this region held significance for the German Powers and Britain in 

particular which saw it as Britain’s natural allies on the continent. Through unofficial 

agreements, the Benelux was promised to a single state, with Britain being its 

foremost guarantee. However, with the negotiations regarding the German States, 

the status of the former provinces of Luxemburg and its relation to the state of 

Netherlands is still yet undetermined. Yet all Great Powers agree for a need of an 

independent and strong Benelux. 

 

D) The Redrafting of the Italian Borders 

 

Italy was left in shambles following Napoleon’s defeat. He himself was King of Italy, 

ruling over most of Northern Italy. His son was the King of Rome while his trusted 

general ruled over Sicily. Now, following their defeat, a redrafting of the borders was 

necessary. Austria in particular took a keen interest in this area, who saw it as their 

historical “backyard” and saw it as a place of natural French Expansion. And 

furthermore, the annexation of Italian territories was one of the few feasible things 

done by the Austrian government, as it wouldn’t offend the Hungarian minority 

within the nation.  

 

The Papal States within the region saw this as an opportunity to expand their 

influence once again, bargaining and using their Catholic faith to bring the state back 

into prominence in the region.  
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Another nation interested in the region was Spain, who 

hoped to reclaim their historical territory of Sicily and Naples back into their control, 

appealing to the Great Powers on the terms of creating a strong Spain to neutralize 

any French aggression southwards. 

 

France would enter into a tug of war around Italy, trying to preserve what they could 

whilst not trying to annoy the victorious powers, a delicate balancing act that could 

see fruit as France retains some power over Italy.  

 

E) Liberalism and The Slave Trade 

 

Following the Napoleonic Wars, there was a great scare that was upon the great 

powers concerning Liberalism. Even long-time liberals like Hardenberg were cautious 

of it. Having witnessed the immense destruction it brought in its wake following the 

French Revolution and Napoleon, the Great Powers decided to unilaterally condemn 

liberalism in the continent. Britain was the most hesitant on these topics, with 

nations like Austria and Russia being the most stalwart.  

 

The Slave Trade was only a topic brought up by British request, as the Abolishionist 

movement back home was growing in strength and demanding the Liverpool 

government to do something about it within the meetings. The Austrians and 

Prussians saw no problem and France had already taken liberal reforms, and so had 

little quarrel with the idea. However, Russia, Spain, Sweden and other minor powers 

who relied on this opposed it vehemently.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VII. The Delegations 

A) The British Delegation 

 

The British Delegation’s foremost goals were to ensure peace within Europe. The 

Liverpool government wished to shift the attention of Britain away from Europe and 

into the colonies, seeking an Imperialist foreign policy. Any big war on the continent 

would be to their detriment, as the British had nothing to gain. Their main goals 

going into the conference would be the deterrence of Europe, the disarmament and 

castration of France and the establishment of a continental system. Their foremost 

attention would lie in Portugal and the Netherlands, historic allies of the British on 
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the continent. The establishment and strengthening for 

these two nations was key for the British delegation.  

 

However, the British Delegation was restricted by the Parliament and Public Opinion 

back home, which was increasingly liberal and abolitionist. Any cave-in and 

compromise regarding the oppression of the people of Europe and smaller states 

would’ve caused an outcry. For this reason, the British Delegation was also forced to 

campaign for the states of Poland and Saxony, as well as independent dutchies in 

Italy.  

 

The overall focus of the British Delegation was to ensure public opinion was not 

damaged back at home and give the continent enough stability for it to not endanger 

Britain anymore so it could seek its fortunes in its colonies and outside of Europe. 

 

B) The Austrian Delegation 

 

Headed by Metternich, the Austrian delegation's foremost concern was with 

ensuring stability and long lasting peace between the Great Powers of Europe. This 

concern was both a human and moral call, which reflected the mindset in 

continental Europe and also played into Austrian strengths, as Austria was seen as 

the champion of precedent and the rule of law in Europe, the defender of the 

smaller States. 

 

The Austrian Delegation’s primary concern was over the fate of Germany after the 

Holy Roman Empire. Seeing the Holy Roman Empire as a decayed, old institution that 

protected neither Germany nor Austria, Austria looked for possible futures for a 

post-H.R.E. Germany. Austria would find itself championing for the German 

Confederation, thanks to the preferable options of an Habsburg German Empire and 

Partition between Prussia and Austria being unattainable, instead of total 

independence. 

 

Secondary concern followed over the status of Poland. Although Austria campaigned 

hard for an independent Poland, it would follow as a secondary objective to ensure 

lasting stability in Europe. However, Austria would be willing to give concessions out 

of the lands of Germany and even their own Polish Provinces to ensure this goal 

succeeds, Saxony being the most important of the bunch. 

 

The Austrian Delegation also had a keen interest in Italy, wishing to reshape it to 

make sure any future French intervention in the subcontinent is prevented before it 

even begins. For that reason, they eye the former territories of Venice, Milan and 

Lombardy. Austrians also desire a strong Italian power at the border of France to 
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avoid any future incursions into the land. Furthermore, 

they have interest in their historic allies Spain holding a say over the Southern end of 

the peninsula too. 

 

The Austrian Delegation is vary of annexing German land, both in the fear it would 

scare the smaller German states and distance themselves from Austria and also 

because of the internal balance within the Austrian Empire which would see 

Hungarian protest if Austria was to annex more german-speaking peoples into it. 

 

Overall however, the mission of Austria was to ensure lasting continental peace and 

was willing to compromise from its own territory. For this goal, depending on the 

direction of the negotiations, the delegation may progress as it sees fit.  

 

C) The French Delegation 

 

Despite being the one defeated out of the great powers, France still held great sway 

over the conference. The ideas of balance in Europe worked heavily in their favor 

and they still had the largest army on the continent. France however had the infamy 

and the hate of every other major power, something which the French Delegation 

wished to undo. The goals of the French Delegation was simple, to keep France as 

whole as possible, giving any concessions beyond the 1792 borders being a red line 

and reintegrating France into the international community. It had further national 

goals than that, but the first goal was survival. 

 

First and foremost goal was the ensurement of France’s total castration being 

avoided. France needed to secure itself a future, and for that future it needed to be 

strong, strong enough to be a great power still in her own right. Second goal was to 

re-integrate itself into the international community, so it may not forever be cast 

aside and left out. This was to ensure that France could still be able to find allies in a 

post-napoleonic world, and all of its actions would not be shut down by the great 

powers.  

 

Upon the Poland-Saxony crisis, France supported the independence of its historic 

allies but only when there was already momentum within other delegations for such 

a thing. It wasn’t firm as France was not at a place to send ultimatums, but it 

supported it nonetheless and helped find a compromise between the two powers. 

 

France also supported the existence of a shattered Germany, hoping to secure its 

northern border at the least. Furthermore, it would also hope to keep its Italian 

borders safe, if not under French influence entirely. Although these are goals, they 
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are not ones that can be enforced. If opportunity arises 

however, the French Delegation would leap onto the chance. 

 

Ç) The Russian Delegation 

 

The Russian Delegation are the unfortunate string of diplomats and statesmen who 

had to contend with Tsar Alexander’s ever changing and impossible to achieve 

demands. The Russian Delegation has several goals, which are unachievable as they 

are but are dictated onto them, and have to find a compromise that  would please 

both their Tsar and their partners in Europe. 

 

The foremost demand of the Russian Delegation is the prize for the war: Poland. Tsar 

Alexander promised his aristocracy that land as Russia’s prize for the war and so was 

stalwart and stubborn in his push for it. He not only demanded all of Poland, but also 

the Polish land owned by Austria and Poland as his grand prize. This insistence would 

be at the expanse of every diplomatic law known to man. 

 

Secondly was a Russian demand for the Bourbon Dynasty not be returned to the 

throne of France, but instead anyone else. This was because of Tsar Alexander’s 

natural perception of the Bourbon kings as Russia’s natural enemy. This would result 

in him campaigning for Napoleon’s sons, cousins and even generals like Bernadotte 

who he got along particularly well with. Every other great power seemed to go 

against this idea however. 

 

Alexander seemingly made no further demand, but had a natural interest in Central 

Europe and its leading powers, Prussia and Austria, being as weak as possible.  

 

The diplomatic strategy and goals were varied depending on the mood of Tsar 

Alexander, but generally the most basic goal of the Russian Delegation was to secure 

Poland for Russia, and more if possible.  

 

 

D) The Prussian Delegation 

 

The Prussian Delegation’s goals were relatively straightforward. Prussia was the 

youngest and weakest out of the great powers, treading the thin line between being 

a regional power and a great power. With the dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire, 

it remained at its weakest historical point, with its lands being mostly made out of 

detached conclaves surrounded by even smaller regional powers. Prussia had the 

industry and the military traditions to match the great powers, but it required 
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resources, it required land and it required manpower. 

Prussia went into this congress hoping to achieve all of these goals and solidify 

Prussia as a Great Power. 

 

Regarding France, Prussia held bitter memories of the Confederation of the Rhine, 

instead wishing a France partitioned if possible and if not, weak. For a strong France, 

as shown by Napoleon, could overthrow the steady peace established within Central 

Europe. 

 

In the Poland Matter, they wished for the partition of Poland, with as much land as 

Prussia could afford as possible. Wishing to empower themselves against the Great 

Powers around, they would also be willing to compromise if it meant Prussia was not 

under threat of Austria or Russia.  

 

In the matter of the future of Germany, they followed a similar policy. Securing 

Prussia from the wolves at its borders and ensuring its growth and development. For 

this reason, as much land as Prussia could grab from Germany would be asked for. 

Saxony in particular was a jewel that Prussia had their eyes on. However, if Prussia 

would not be the one to fill in the power vacuum within Central Europe, an 

establishment of a system fair to Prussia would be favored. 

 

E) The Spanish Delegation 

 

Having been invaded by France in the Peninsular War, Spain now stood at a 

crossroad. Its colonies in America had won their independence. Now weaker than 

ever, the Congress of Vienna was a chance for them to reassert themselves as a 

major power in European politics.  

 

The main goal of the Spanish Delegation was to reassert control over parts of Europe 

that had historically been Spanish, like Naples and Sicily, as well as the colonies 

which had broken off from them in independence. Another goal was the restoration 

of the Bourbon dynasty in France, seeing them as historic allies.  

 

Spain would show great interest in Italy, seeing the power vacuum and wishing to 

settle themselves safely onto their ranks. A goal of the Spanish was a special alliance 

with the Holy See, wishing to utilize the prestige from it. Another point of discussion 

was the Kingdom of Two Sicilies, a title historically held by the Spanish Monarch. 

Furthermore, the Spanish Claims on Portugal, no matter how mad to be pressed, 

seeing as Portugal was at the congress themselves, was a goal to be seeked. 
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In the colonies, Spain would request the 

acknowledgement of the right of Spain over its former colonies, including the ones 

that they held no control over even before the Peninsular war. This brash claim was 

one that was extreme to chase, including even claiming rights over the Spanish parts 

of Louisiana from the United States of America. However, the Imperialist powers 

could be swayed to sympathy. 

 

 

F) The Dutch Delegation 

 

The Dutch Delegation had a most basic job to argue for, that being the restoration of 

the Kingdom of Netherlands as a major power in the region. This was something 

favored by almost all of the great powers, excluding France. The goal was the 

creation of a state regionally and diplomatically strong enough to not be invaded 

once again.  

 

For that reason, the Dutch seeked alliance with their German Cousins East and 

British allies in the West. Furthermore, they seeked to establish themselves as the 

sovereign ruler of the Benelux region entirely, including some German provinces 

formally part of the Holy Roman Empire. This of course causes them to be an 

important delegate in the German Matter as well, determining the case of the state 

of Luxemburg which they had claimed to be theirs.  

 

G) The Bavarian Delegation 

 

The Nation of Bavaria stands at a unique position. Being one of the most powerful 

regional powers in Central Europe like Saxony, they were always historically allied 

with the French. For this reason, Bavaria and France share a special connection. 

Bavaria is also closely tied to the Austrian Empire thanks to their common Catholic 

Faith. Bavaria stands as the sole German smaller power not under occupation, and 

so represents the desires of the smaller German States too. 

 

Bavaria, to secure its independence, wishes to avoid the aggressive expansion of 

Prussia and requires safety and the preservation of the status-quo in Central Europe. 

For this reason, Bavaria has proposed the ideas of the re-establishment of the Holy 

Roman Empire, to a whole new creation and union. These unions must allow for 

outside alliances however, something Bavaria holds dear.  

 

Bavaria’s main goals are to remain a strong regional power, maintain the status-quo 

in Central Europe, strengthen France and weaken Prussia. 
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Ğ) The Portuguese Delegation 

 

The cause of  the Peninsula War, Portugal has always been a staunch ally of the 

English and as a result, a stalwart enemy of France. Although they later would sit on 

the same table, negotiating, at the start of the Peninsula War, the Spanish were 

allied with the French and would aid them in bringing down Napoleon's attempt to 

install brother to the throne of Spain. Therefore, as rivals to the Spanish on the 

continent, their natural plan is to create a weak Spain to avoid any future invasions. 

 

Aside from this, the Portuguese are close and staunch allies with the English, 

something they’d like preserved for as long as they can. For this reason, they are 

likely to support the British in their own causes as well. 

 

 

H) The Papal Delegation 

 

A notably archaic institution, the Papal States are one of the most powerful regional 

powers, as they host both the Holy See and the seat of power in Italy, Rome. After 

having been under Napoleonic rule for, the Papal States are sure to wish to bring 

order to Italy. There are many methods imaginable for this, including an united Italy, 

or stronger regional powers, but the Papal Delegation would certainly wish to secure 

themselves first, before making sure the rest of Italy remains free of Great Power 

influence, most notably France. 

 

As an institution as traditional as the Papal States, they also vehemently oppose the 

liberal and republican movements in Europe, a sentiment shared by many of the 

Great Powers ever since the French Revolution. They are stalwart in this topic, 

wishing to repress and avoid the encroaching influence of progressivism. 

 

I) The Swedish Delegation 

 

Sweden was one of the major regional powers in the war, and offered a place among 

the Treaty of Paris as a reward for their efforts. Sweden possesses considerable 

ambitions, in both Denmark which had been a traditional ally of the French and in 

Norway, which was under Danish rule.  

 

They also possessed considerable interest in Germany, one that was waning and 

fading, but one that was there nonetheless. Swedish Pomerania was still legally 

Swedish territory, something that the Prussians were displeased with. It was a 

bargaining chip if anything for the Swedish, for Norway.  
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However, because of this presence on the continent, the 

German affairs greatly concerned them as well. However, they held no great and 

strong conviction, except for not letting Denmark be too powerful. There was also 

the matter of Finland, which was a Russian demand from the Swedish after they had 

taken it in 1808. 

 

İ) The Swiss Delegation 

 

After the French invasion of Switzerland, Switzerland had been established as a 

puppet state under the name the Helvetic Republic. Resistance was heavy, as taxes 

were raised and local power was attempted to be stripped away, several Cantons 

rose up in revolt. Now, heading the Swiss Delegation was the Canton of Geneva, 

speaking on the behalf of most of the Swiss Delegation. 

 

The Swiss Cantons favored their autonomy and would further work towards freeing 

themselves of any foreign influence. For this reason, any territorial additions from 

the surrounding nations would be welcome, to further strengthen the state. 

Furthermore, wishing to avoid any big power on their doorstep, they would most 

likely support a loose German Confederation, albeit with themselves excluded from 

it. 


